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ABSTRACT 
 
This research paper explains the potential impact when CAPTCHAs become easy for attackers to solve. A 
literature review has been done on the different types of CAPTCHAs as well as the different methods present 
to break the CAPTCHAs. But data regarding the effect that CAPTCHAs have had when they have been at-
tacked and broken is scarce. CAPTCHAs are deployed mainly to secure sites or apps but there are particular 
disadvantages which make them not only less beneficial to the owners of the sites or apps but also to the hu-
mans who need to solve them. These disadvantages are also in the form of vulnerabilities which prove benefi-
cial to the attackers who can easily make use of the vulnerabilities to break the CAPTCHAs. It has been found 
that the impact of these attacks, in reality, has not been mentioned in previous studies. The impact prompts for 
advanced CAPTCHAs which solve the problems with the CAPTCHAs we have today. 
 

Introduction 
 
CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) [1][2][3] is an 
automated Turing test also known as Human Interaction Proof(HIP)[6] in which computer programs ask the 
user to solve a particular challenge and grade the answer submitted by the user[4]. Its main purpose is to pro-
tect services and resources from automated misuse by malicious programs[5]. It checks whether the user is a 
human or robot by providing them with different challenges, like playing a game according to the instructions 
provided or selecting specific images. It is mainly used by websites or web-based email services in order to 
prevent spammers from creating several fake accounts using computer programs[6]. However, it has become 
easy for the attackers to find vulnerabilities in the CAPTCHAs which has led to many techniques and strate-
gies used to attack the CAPTCHAs. Because CAPTCHAs are trusted to provide security to sites or apps con-
taining users' data or have data that provides monetary value, CAPTCHAs are significant enough for the at-
tackers to find issues in. This has led to attacks (elaborated more in section 3) which have had a significant 
effect both in a good (new techniques to develop CAPTCHAs are developed leading to new advances in the 
field) and a bad way (financial losses to the owner of the site or app where CAPTCHA is deployed).  

This research paper gives an introduction to the CAPTCHAs, gives examples of the attacks that 
broke the CAPTCHAs and gives information about the potential impacts that CAPTCHAs can have when 
CAPTCHAs become easy for attackers to solve. The research paper is divided into five sections.Section 1 is 
the introduction, Section 2 holds information on the classification of CAPTCHAs, and different types of 
CAPTCHAs. Section 3 holds information on the Process of attacking text-based CAPTCHA, methods used 
by attackers to break other types of CAPTCHAs and examples of various attacks on different types of CAP-
TCHA. Section 4 holds information on the impact when CAPTCHAs become too easy for attackers to solve. 
Prior work has not studied the impact that less secure CAPTCHAs can have and papers reporting the losses 
incurred due to a CAPTCHA being broken have not been found. This research paper explains the impact in 
section 4. 
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Classification of CAPTCHAs 
 
This section gives an introduction to how CAPTCHAs have evolved, how they are classified and tells about 
the different schemes of CAPTCHAs which have been broken by a few attacks later in section 2. The idea of 
using CAPTCHA goes back to 1996[10]. Alta Vista developed a first practical example of a CAPTCHA 
scheme in 1997 to protect against fake account creations.In the year 2000, Von Ahn et al. introduced a few 
proposals to design CAPTCHA schemes which were easily solvable by humans but difficult for computer 
programs[11][2]. This year was also the year when the word ‘CAPTCHA’ was termed by John Langford, 
Nicholas J. Hooper and Luis Von Ahn at Carnegie Mellon University[12]. 

CAPTCHAs have been traditionally classified into six types.The different types are text-based, im-
age-based, video-based, audio-based, math-based, and game-based CAPTCHA [7][8].However, a recent sur-
vey[9] has argued that CAPTCHA schemes today can be divided into ten categories: text-based, image-based, 
video-based, audio-based, game-based, math-based, slider-based, behaviour-based, and sensor-based CAP-
TCHAs. This new method of categorization was made as to the new CAPTCHA schemes such as reCAP-
TCHA V2 and Geetest do not fall under any category of the six traditional CAPTCHA schemes. This research 
paper will take both the above divisions into consideration in order to explain the types of CAPTCHAs. 
CAPTCHAs can be classified on a broad level into OCR and Non-OCR CAPTCHAs[21].OCR stands for 
optical character recognition which means converting the characters or the text written on the images into 
mechanical or electronic versions in order to be recognized by the computer. OCR CAPTCHAs are the optical 
character recognition CAPTCHAs which are the characters recognized by the computer software or devices. 
An example of these CAPTCHAs is the Text-Based CAPTCHAs which show a few CAPTCHAs with dis-
torted letters or have some changes in their font colour/ size/ texture etc(to make them difficult for robots to 
identify). Non-OCR stands for Non-Optical Character Recognition CAPTCHAs. These types of CAPTCHAs 
are the CAPTCHAs where the characters are not shown for the user to recognize but other challenges are pro-
vided like solving a game, a puzzle or selecting the right image as asked by the CAPTCHA. 

Different types of CAPTCHAs with a few examples of their schemes have been explained below. 
 
Text-based CAPTCHAS 
 
Text-based CAPTCHA tests users by asking straightforward questions like” What is the addition of 2 and 3?” 
or asking the user to recognize the characters containing letters or digits or a mixture of both shown in the 
CAPTCHA. Text-based CAPTCHAs can be shown with the text in a distorted form as well as its original 
form. The distorted form of the text makes it more secure from being solved by the bots using OCR tech-
niques. This is the most popular type of CAPTCHA, involving questions which are easily solvable by humans 
in a particular amount of time. They are easy to implement but require a huge database consisting of words. 
Sometimes the text is so small that it is difficult for the user to identify the characters in the CAPTCHA. 
These CAPTCHAs also require the user to be good at recognizing the text of a particular language which 
makes it harder for the users who are not acquainted with the language. There are different schemes of CAP-
TCHAS in text-based CAPTCHAS. Some are 2D text-based or 3D text-based whereas few others are animat-
ed text-based CAPTCHAs. A few examples of these three types of text-based CAPTCHAs are mentioned 
below. 

Gimpy is an example of 2D text-based CAPTCHA which asks users to recognize three out of seven 
randomly selected words from the dictionary. Baffle text CAPTCHA is also a 2D text-based CAPTCHA that 
asks users to recognize a misrepresented word randomly selected from the dictionary. Figure 1a is an image 
of Baffle text CAPTCHA. The CAPTCHAs made by Microsoft (2002), Google (2006), Yahoo (2008), 
Megaupload.com (2010) [9], the handwritten CAPTCHA scheme proposed by Amelia Rusu and Venu Go-
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vindaraju[14], Ez-gimpy and clickable CAPTCHA are few more examples of 2D text-based CAPTCHAS. 
Teabag 3D, 3D CAPTCHA and Super CAPTCHA are examples of 3D text-based CAPTCHA which asks 
users to recognise a few 3D characters. Figure 1b is an image of SUper CAPTCHA. DotCHA is also an ex-
ample of 3D text-based CAPTCHA which asks users to drag and rotate the image which contains the text to 
identify the characters in it. 

Atlantis CAPTCHA is an animated text-based CAPTCHA which asks users to recognize characters 
which keep changing their font colour. Figure 1c is an image of Atlantis CAPTCHA. HelloCAPTCHA, Dra-
con CAPTCHA, Killbot professional and NuCAPTCHA are also a few examples of 3D text-based CAP-
TCHAS. 
 

 
Figure 1. 2D, 3D and animated text-based CAPTCHA 
 
Image-based CAPTCHAs 
 
Image-based CAPTCHA is a CAPTCHA where the user is shown an image and is asked to do a particular 
task. There are different types of schemes in an image-based CAPTCHA. The CAPTCHA can ask the user to 
do a task depending on the type of scheme that the CAPTCHA belongs to. Though image-based CAPTCHAs 
are user friendly, their main issue is problems with image identification due to blurred images or low vision. 
Here are a few of the schemes that come under Image-based CAPTCHA. 

Click-based CAPTCHA asks the user to click on a specific object or area in the image in order to 
complete the task. SACaptcha and Implicit CAPTCHA are examples of click-based CAPTCHA. Selection-
based CAPTCHA asks the user to select particular images from a set of provided images. Facebook im-age 
CAPTCHA, HumanAuth, FR-CAPTCHAare, FaceDCAPTCHA, AVATAR and SEMAGE are a few exam-
ples of Selection-based CAPTCHAs. In the slid-ing image-based CAPTCHAs, the user is provided with a 
slider which needs to be used to solve the given challenge by adjusting, moving or correcting any part of the 
image as specified in the challenge. WHAT’S UP CAPTCHA, MintEye CAPTCHA and Tencent are a few 
examples of the Sliding image-based CAPTCHA. In Figure 2b we can see an image of Tencent. Drag and 
drop-based CAPTCHA requires the user to drag and drop parts of an image to fulfil a particular challenge 
given by the CAPTCHA (Few examples under this CAPTCHA scheme are considered puzzle-based CAP-
TCHA in other research papers). Garb CAPTCHA, Capy CAPTCHA, KeyCAPTCHA, CAPTCHA by Gao et 
al, and Hamid Ali et al are a few examples of drag and drop-based CAPTCHA. Figure 2c is an image of Garb 
CAPTCHA whereas Figure 2a is an image of CAPTCHA by Hamid Ali et al. Drawing-based CAPTCHAS 
require users to draw according to the challenge given. VAPTCHA, Drawing CAPTCHA and Motion CAP-
TCHA are a few Drawing-based CAPTCHAS. Interactive-based CAPTCHA similar to drawing based CAP-
TCHA relies on the interaction of the user. Users’ movement can be using the mouse, hand or using his/her 
brain to solve a challenge. These movements cannot be made by robots, therefore, robots would not be able to 
solve the CAPTCHA. CAPTCHaStar and Cursor-CAPTCHA are a few Interactive-based CAPTCHAS. 
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Figure 2. Examples of image-based CAPTCHA 
 
Audio-based CAPTCHA 
 
Audio-based CAPTCHAs were introduced to act as a replacement for visual CAPTCHAS for visually im-
paired users. Users are required to listen to the audio clip and type the characters that they identify from the 
clip. Though audio-based CAPTCHAs are more difficult to break than the above CAPTCHAs, as audio-based 
CAPTCHAs use speech recognition, the audio might not be recognised by non-English speakers and the pro-
nunciation might be similar for two or more characters. Here are a few schemes of Audio-based CAPTCHAs. 
Audio ReCAPTCHA asks the user to recognize the eight numbers which would be said in the audio clip. The 
clip would have background human noises. eBay audio CAPTCHA asks users to recognize six numbers 
which are spoken by people with different voices along with the same background noise for each of them. 
Audio reCAPTCHA(2013) asks users to identify all digits which are in the form of clusters with digits over-
lapping each other with each cluster containing three or four overlapping digits. Audio ReCAPTCHA(2017) 
asks users to recognize ten digits with background noise in the clip. Microsoft CAPTCHA is similar to e-bay 
CAPTCHA but has a background noise consisting of conversations. In Figure 3 we can see a few desktop 
images of audio-based CAPTCHA.  

 
Figure 3. Examples of desktop images for audio-based CAPTCHA. 
 
Video-based CAPTCHA 
 
Video-based CAPTCHA provides users with a video. After watching the video, the user is asked a few ques-
tions based on the CAPTCHA scheme. The major limitation of this type of CAPTCHA is that the CAPTCHA 
is not practical because of the large size of the file but these CAPTCHAs are harder to break than the above-
mentioned CAPTCHAs. Here are a few examples of Video-based CAPTCHA. Kluever el al asks a user to 
provide three random words that describe the video. Motion CAPTCHA asks the user to select a sentence that 
best describes the object in the video. The video can also ask the user to look at a few of the words which they 
would have to type down after the video finishes. In figure 4 we can see a few desktop images of video-based 
CAPTCHA. 
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Figure 4. Example of desktop images for video-based CAPTCHA 
 
Game-Based CAPTCHA 
 
Game-based CAPTCHAs provide users with a game to be solved. It was created based on the assumption that 
humans are better at solving a game after understanding the challenges and the rules of the game. The limita-
tion of this CAPTCHA is that the humans may not read the rules of the game or may not understand a game 
which is not provided with rules leading to the wrong steps in solving the CAPTCHA. Here are a few exam-
ples of Game-based CAPTCHA. A CAPTCHA called PlayThru is similar to the drag and drop CAPTCHAs 
where the user is required to move particular objects to a specific place. Sweet-CAPTCHA asks users to 
match specific images with the images provided in the game. Dice CAPTCHA asks the user to roll the dice 
with the help of a roll button after which the user is required to write the number that appears on the dice. Tic 
Tac Toe asks the user to play a game of Tic tac toe where the user is required to get a line having only three 
X’s or three O’s. DCG CAPTCHA and GISCHA are a few other types of Game-based CAPTCHA. In figure 
5 we can see a few desktop images of game-based CAPTCHA. 
 

 
Figure 5. Example of desktop images for game-based CAPTCHA 
 
Math-based CAPTCHA 
 
Math-based CAPTCHA requires the user to perform mathematical operations as asked in the challenge. The 
major problem here is that the user might not know how to perform mathematical operations or perform them 
incorrectly and therefore might not be able to solve the CAPTCHA. Here are a few examples of math-based 
CAPTCHA. Arithmetic CAPTCHA asks the user to enter the answer to a basic arithmetic operation which 
can include addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. QRBGS CAPTCHA asks the user to type the 
answer to a complex mathematical equation involving trigonometric and differential functions. In figure 6 we 
can see a few desktop images of math-based CAPTCHA. 
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Figure 6. Example of desktop images for math-based CAPTCHA 
 
Slider-based CAPTCHA 
 
Slider-based CAPTCHA requires the user to move the slider in order to prove that they are human. It is main-
ly adopted because it is easy for humans to solve irrespective of how easy or difficult it is for computer pro-
grams to solve. Here are a few examples of slider-based CAPTCHA. Taobao asks users to drag a slider from 
its starting point to its ending point. TheyMakeApps CAPTCHA asks the user to drag the slider to its ending 
point just like the above-mentioned CAPTCHA. In figure 7 we can see a few desktop images of video-based 
CAPTCHA. 
 

 
Figure 7. Example of desktop images for slider-based CAPTCHA 
 
Behaviour Based CAPTCHA 
 
Behaviour-based CAPTCHAS recognize humans by their physical characteristics by taking into consideration 
their swipe, mouse, keystroke dynamics and eye movement. A few examples of behaviour-based CAP-
TCHAS include BeCAPTCHA-Mouse which asks the user to solve CAPTCHA based on an image which is 
similar to the question asked by reCAPTCHA V2 but in BeCAPTCHA-Mouse the user’s mouse trajectory is 
also taken into consideration when the user is solving the CAPTCHA. Be-CAPTCHA is another example of 
Behaviour-based CAPTCHA where the user is required to solve a slider based challenge but here too the us-
ers' sensor data and swiping gestures are taken into consideration. EYE-CAPTCHA, Invisible reCAPTCHA, 
GEEtest, and NETease are a few more examples of behaviour-based CAPTCHA. A few examples of desktop 
images of behaviour based CAPTCHAs are shown in Figure 8 below. 

 
Figure 8. Example of desktop images for behavior-based CAPTCHA 
 
Sensor-Based CAPTCHA 
 
Sensor Based CAPTCHA uses hardware sensors to recognize whether a user is a human or a bot. There are 
physical sensor-based CAPTCHAS where the user is required to do a physical task like taking a short walk of 
a few steps or tilting the mobile phone. For example, Sensor CAPTCHA asks the user to move the device and 
Pedometric CAPTCHA asks the user to walk at least five steps. There are also cognitive sensor-based CAP-
TCHAS where the user solves a cognitive challenge just like how the user does in the traditional challenges 
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(playing a game, selecting images etc) but here the user needs to use the sensors present in the CAPTCHA 
instead of the usual swiping or taping. For example, SenCAPTCHA asks the user to move a red ball that they 
would provide into the centre of a picture of an animal’s eye by tilting the device. A few examples of desktop 
images of audio-based CAPTCHAs are shown in Figure 9 below. [9] 

Figure 10 provides a schematic visualization of the different types of CAPTCHAs. 
 

 
Figure 9. Example of desktop images for sensor-based CAPTCHA 
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Figure 10. Types of CAPTCHA 
 

Methods of attacks on different types of CAPTCHAs 
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This section explains the common methods used to attack the text-based CAPTCHA schemes (which are 
widely used schemes compared to the other types of CAPTCHAs), and explains the methods using which the 
attackers try to find vulnerabilities in the CAPTCHA (in order to attack different types of CAPTCHAs) and 
gives examples of the attacks that make use of different vulnerabilities in the CAPTCHAs to break them. The 
information in this section is written to show how attackers have already made use of the insecure CAPTCHA 
systems and how they have attacked the CAPTCHA schemes successfully. This raises a question about the 
impacts when the attacks are used on the CAPTCHAs in the real world today which is explained further in the 
paper. 

Attackers have been making use of various methods of attack to break CAPTCHAs and the methods 
have been evolving to such an extent that a proposal made by Fabian Stark, Caner Hazırbas, Rudolph Triebel, 
and Daniel Cremers uses active learning to train the computer program to recognize CAPTCHAs and it does 
not require human interference[22]. The computer program learns to solve the CAPTCHAS by itself by learn-
ing from its mistakes and storing the steps it took when it solved the CAPTCHAs correctly. 

There are many techniques and strategies used in an attack and sometimes a single computer pro-
gram can break more than one type of CAPTCHA whereas the other times it can only break a specific type of 
CAPTCHA. Most of the time a new CAPTCHA is developed after finding the vulnerabilities of the previous 
CAPTCHAs. Attackers try to find vulnerabilities in the newly created CAPTCHA and break them which 
forces the CAPTCHA researchers to address the vulnerability and create CAPTCHAs which are more secure 
and usable. 

According to the authors in [9] the methods used by the attackers fall under these categories: Object 
Recognition attacks, Random guess attacks and Hu-man Solver Relay attacks. Object Recognition attacks 
normally include pixel count (number of pixels in an image), database attacks (an attack on the database 
which allows complete authentication by-pass to the attacker allowing him/her to extract any data from the 
database) and dictionary attacks (attackers try to guess passwords to break into accounts) and the techniques 
used are OCR recognition, pattern matching (according to DeepAI[12], it is an algorithmic task that finds pre-
determined patterns among sequences of raw data or processed tokens), Scale-Invariant Feature Transform 
(an algorithm used to detect local features in images), and Deep learning (based on neural networks and uses 
multiple layers of processing to extract high-level features from data). Random guess attacks consist of the 
attacker trying to guess the correct answer to break the CAPTCHA. Human Solver Relay attacks consist of 
humans in remote areas who solve the CAPTCHAS for a very small income. Few methods of attack are ex-
plained below. 

A bypass attack is an attack when the attacker does not need to solve the CAPTCHA and the solution 
is made visible to the attacker accidentally. This attack does not belong to any of the three methods of attacks 
explained above, since object recognition attacks techniques, guessing or using human solvers have not been 
used to solve this attack. A Challenge Replay attack is an attack where the system has a small database of 
CAPTCHA challenges which can be taken note of and answered by a human. Further, those solutions to the 
CAPTCHAS are saved by the automated agent to solve the CAPTCHAS. Signal Processing involves CAP-
TCHA researchers and attackers making reversing CAPTCHA trans-formations via mathematical heuristics 
(strategies used to solve complex word problems) and machine learning approaches. For Text-Based CAP-
TCHAS, the process of processing, segmentation and recognition mentioned above is used. Mechanical Turk 
attack is similar to a challenge replay attack but here as soon as the automated agent receives a CAPTCHA to 
which there is no solution in its database, the automated agent sends it to the human agent who is paid to 
solve the CAPTCHAS full time just like how humans are taken for labour in the human solver relay attacks. 
The human agent solves the CAPTCHA and types the correct answer along with saving the solution in its 
database. A trivial Guessing attack is used when there is an unlimited range of challenges and a very limited 
number of answers to a particular question (for example: which of these 20 options is correct). An attacking 
program is programmed in such a way that it randomly guesses all the options of the answers until it gets a 
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correct solution to the challenge. This attack can only be used when the CAPTCHA has a wide error tolerance 
for user inaccuracy. A Brute Force attack is an attack which is used when there is limited space for inputting 
the answer (For example, a CAPTCHA asking for a 3 digit answer). This attack uses a group of automated 
agents which guess an answer (For example: if an answer requires three digits as its input, the automated 
agents try all the digits from 100 to 999 until the CAPTCHA verifies the agent as human). A hybrid attack is a 
combination two or more of the above attacks to solve a particular type of CAPTCHA.[25] 

Since most of the CAPTCHAS used are Text-Based CAPTCHAS attackers normally follow the 
methodology of preprocessing, segmentation and recognition to break text-based CAPTCHAS. Preprocessing 
consists of steps which make it easier to extract the characters in the next step(segmentation). Preprocessing 
includes removing the background, upsampling (dividing a pixel into sub-pixels), blurring, thresholding (re-
moving pixels of low intensity), and line removal (removing lines which are not a part of characters), thinning 
of characters and identifying the CAPTCHA scheme. The next step is called segmentation. It locates character 
from the image and separates it from the image. The last step is called character recognition. Classifiers are 
used to identify the characters. Machine learning algorithms can be trained to recognize the output obtained 
from the second step[24]. 

Further this section gives examples of attacks on different types of CAPTCHAs. Almost all the 
CAPTCHAs have been broken by the attackers as shown in Figure 11. This implies that the CAPTCHAs have 
to be continuously improvised before the attackers can find a way to break them. A few examples of attacks 
show that one attack (For example, DeCAPTCHA ) can easily break one or more types of CAPTCHAs which 
shows how easy the CAPTCHAs have become for robots to solve. It is mentioned below about CAPTCHAs 
being broken by attack-ers which raises a question about the security of using insecure CAPTCHAs and how 
this might affect the usage of CAPTCHAs in the future. Since the CAPTCHAs are too easy for the attacker to 
solve, the next section would address the potential impacts of attackers being able to break CAPTCHAs easily 
using a few real-world examples. 
 
Attacks against Text-Based CAPTCHA 
 
Mori and Malik proposed an attack which could break both Gimpy and Ez-Gimpy with 92 per cent and 33 per 
cent accuracy[26]. Later Ez Gimpy was also broken with a 99 percent accuracy [9]. In 2011, Vu Duc Nguyen, 
Yang-Wai Chow and Willy Susilo proposed a way to break Teabag 3D which is a 3D CAPTCHA Text-based 
CAPTCHA[27]. Thirteen out of Fifteen Text-Based CAPTCHA schemes from top websites were broken by a 
single bot in an experiment conducted by Elie Bursztein, Matthieu Martin, and John C. Mitchell[24] which 
gives an idea of how dangerous a strong real-world attack on the CAPTCHAs can be. This experiment was 
conducted on Authorize, Baidu, Blizzard, Captcha.net, CNN, Digg, eBay, Google, Megaupload, NIH, Recap-
tcha, Reddit, Skyrock, Slashdot, and Wikipedia out of which Google and Re-captcha resisted their attempts. A 
case study showed an attack that could break text-based CAPTCHAS with nearly 100 per cent accuracy using 
a pixel-count attack[29] which is another example for the user to be cautious about the CAPTCHA that is 
deployed on his/her site, app, etc. 
 
Attacks against Image-Based CAPTCHA 
 
A side-channel attack proposed by Hernandez-Castro et al. broke the Hu-manAuth CAPTCHA challenge with 
a 92 percent success rate[30]. Google and Facebook image CAPTCHAS were broken with a success rate of 
70.78 per cent and 83.5 percent. The attacks created by authors in [31] could break different schemes of Im-
age-based CAPTCHA at a 100 percent success rate. This survey [32] used German Software Development 
Analytics CAPTCHA Breaker and Tesseract to break 337 Image-Based CAPTCHAS. The drawing CAP-
TCHA was broken by Lin et al. with an accuracy of 75 per cent [9]. 
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Attacks against Audio Based CAPTCHA 
 
Though audio-based CAPTCHAs were thought to be difficult to break for computer programs, the evolution 
in technology has made many successful attacks on them possible. A survey used three attacks: Tesseract, 
GSA CAPTCHA Breaker, and DeCAPTCHA to break four audio-based CAPTCHAS. In[33] the authors pro-
posed a CAPTCHA solver that broke the Microsoft and Yahoo audio CAPTCHAS. DeCAPTCHA was also 
used to break nearly 75 per cent of the eBay audio based CAPTCHA[34]. Besides just breaking the CAP-
TCHAs, research shows a new way of using which attackers can easily at-tack on a low cost and the cost of 
making them reduced on using active and supervised learning instead of the expensive automated attacks as 
proposed in [35]. 
 
 
Attacks against Video, Math, Game, Slider Based CAPTCHA 
 
Not only the above CAPTCHAs but nearly all the CAPTCHA schemes have been broken by the attackers. 
Here are a few examples of attacks on other CAPTCHAS. An example of breaking Video-Based CAPTCHA 
can be seen in [36] where the author uses Tesseract to break the video-based CAPTCHA. Using image pro-
cessing techniques and unsupervised learning, this study [37] was able to break game-based CAPTCHA. Dif-
ferent variations of slider based CAPTCHA were broken using a simple JavaScript code and a puppeteer in 
[38]. QRBGS CAPTCHA was broken using a side-channel attack by Hernandez-Castro et al. with a success 
rate of 44.45 per cent in [39]. SweetCAPTCHA was broken by a solver in [40]. 
 
Attacks against behaviour-based CAPTCHA 
 
An attack proposed against GEEtest and Netease CAPTCHA schemes broke the schemes successfully with 
success rates of 96 per cent and 98 per cent by using the Sigmoid function in [9]. In [41] the authors broke 
reCAPTCHA V2 and further proposed how to break the second layer of reCAPTCHA V2 in with a success 
rate of 70.78 per cent. In [42] authors defeated the No CAPTCHA reCAPTCHA scheme for any grid resolu-
tion. 
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Figure 11. Attacks found for all the CAPTCHAS and best breaking percentage received by them [9] 
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Impact when CAPTCHAs become easy for attackers to solve 
 
As said in the prior sections, nearly all the types of CAPTCHAs that have been implemented have been bro-
ken[9]. There are methods using which most of the CAPTCHA schemes can be broken. With improvement in 
CAPTCHAs, there has been the development of strategies and techniques using AI, Deep learning and more 
to break the CAPTCHAs. It can seem like CAPTCHAs are not a very significant part of a site, app or any 
other means where it is deployed but when a CAPTCHA which is less secure is deployed on a site, it can have 
very large impacts like spam messages[49], credential stuffing[50] and misuse of resources[47] which can 
cause losses to the person owning the site, app, etc. 

In this section, the paper explains the benefits and losses that people have experienced due to less se-
cure CAPTCHAs being attacked and broken successfully on their sites and apps (like the examples of attacks 
experimented by the researchers in section three). The section would also explain the potential impact when 
CAPTCHAs become too easy for attackers to solve along with a few real world examples of successful at-
tacks on insecure CAPTCHAs in the past. 

Unfortunately, prior works have not studied the specific schemes of CAPTCHAs that were broken in 
the real world by the attackers. Because of this, only attitudinal, economic, and training impacts have been 
explained below using real world examples of impact when attackers had broken a few CAPTCHAs. 
 
Attitudinal impact 
 
Attitudinal impact is an impact which occurs when there is a change in attitude. Here there is a change in the 
attitude of CAPTCHA users who feel that it might be better to switch to other authentication systems instead 
of using CAPTCHAs. They feel that different methods that have a stronger security system and frustrate hu-
mans less should be deployed instead of the less secure CAPTCHAs that have been used till now. 
A research paper[43] reported practical attacks on three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for transactional veri-
fication and attacks on forty-one schemes for lo-gin. These CAPTCHAs were deployed by many countries in 
the world including Germany, the USA, China, and countries in Asia, Europe, North America etc. The au-
thors found that all the 41 CAPTCHA schemes used for login were insecure against automated segmentation 
attacks. They are of the opinion that CAPTCHAs might be incapable of protecting the e-banking system as a 
single attack can potentially cause huge losses to both the members of the banks and the banks themselves. 
They further suggest moving to alternative solutions like hardware security tokens which they feel are more 
promising despite their disadvantages (some hardware security tokens cannot resist man-in-the-middle attacks 
where the attacker listens to the communication between the user and the host). Articles like [44] by Kasada 
and [45] by Perimeter have stated that humans are becoming frustrated with CAPTCHAs (as they think it is 
time-consuming and discourages them to use the site where CAPTCHA has been deployed) and that using 
CAPTCHAs to check a human if they are a human needs to stop. sites like SAASPASS [46] have introduced 
CAPTCHAs to be replaced entirely with “robust two-factor authentication“ which uses a bar-code scanning 
system, One time passwords, and remote login (where users can log in with just a click on their mobile 
phones) etc. This is less time consuming for humans and secure as bar-codes, passwords etc are different for 
each user, therefore, reducing mass attacks on a large number of devices. 
 
Economic impact 
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Economic impact happens when there are monetary benefits or losses because of the situation. Because of 
attacks on CAPTCHAs, there have been economic losses for the site and companies using CAPTCHA. Here 
are a few examples. 

Alibaba, a Chinese company suffered an economic loss of nearly 3 billion during the 2017 Double 
11 Shopping Carnival because of the underground CAPTCHA solving services through which miscreant users 
obtained coupons and bargain-priced goods with one individual gaining an economic benefit of 32000 dol-
lars[47]. After doing an economic analysis on a few CAPTCHA solving services (CAPTCHA solving ser-
vices employ humans to solve the CAPTCHAs for a specific price per each CAPTCHA they solve) a research 
study [47] found that the daily revenue of ruokuai, a CAPTCHA solving service is about 3.6 million. The 
daily income of yundama is about 1.85 million, hyocr is about 0.29 million, dama2 is about 1.62 million, and 
AntiCAPTCHA about 0.10 million. The research paper also stated that the whole underground CAPTCHA 
solving market can be estimated at over 162.64 million, given that there are at least 152 active CAPTCHA 
solving services. The authors of [48] have said that the CAPTCHA solving services were mainly focused on 
the countries with low labour costs and less cost for internet services. These countries included India, China, 
Vietnam etc. So, if CAPTCHAs become too easy for robots to solve, it would lead to less CAPTCHA solving 
services involving human labour and more computer vision and image recognition services to solve the CAP-
TCHAs. This would make many people (potentially more than 450,000 [47]) unemployed. Using spam mes-
sages, companies or sellers advertise their products and services to the user and sometimes when the user uses 
their services or products and visits their websites, the user is doing a favour to these advertisers by being 
influenced to buy their products or services. Research stated that there was an increase in spam messages as 
soon as the LiveMail accounts’ CAPTCHA system was reported to be broken[49]. A report stated that an at-
tack on Imperva lasted 60 hours and included 44 million login attempts which was the cause of credential 
stuffing attacks targeted on a single company[50]. 
 
Impact on CAPTCHA development 
 
There is an impact on CAPTCHA development when new CAPTCHAs have to be created which are better in 
terms of security and usability than the CAPTCHAs we have today. As CAPTCHAs are becoming too easy 
for the computer programs to attack, there have been several proposals and ideas which can be used instead of 
the CAPTCHA schemes used today. Here are a few examples. 

A research paper[51] proposes a new way to detect computer programs by using CAPTCHAs which 
asks the user to recognize a voice among other human voices ( a phenomenon called the Cocktail Party Prob-
lem ) which is easier for humans to recognize than the computer programs. Another research paper introduces 
a design of an audio CAPTCHA system which can be recognized with high probability by computer programs 
but can be recognized with low probability by humans[52]. This design tests if the user is a robot instead of 
checking if the user is a human. A new CAPTCHA scheme called GAPTURE was proposed to improve the 
strength of image-based CAPTCHAs against automated solvers by the authors ( Dorjan Hitaj, Briland Hitaj, 
Sushil Jajodia, and Luigi V. Mancini ) of [53]. They also conducted experiments to check how hard their 
CAPTCHA is for robots to solve. A new CAPTCHA called iCAPTCHA was proposed by the authors ( Huy 
D. Truong, Christopher F. Turner, Cliff C. Zou) of [28]. They show the vulnerabilities of existing CAP-
TCHAs by developing IMCA ( Instant Messanger CAPTCHA Attack ) and propose iCAPTCHA along with 
performing 3rd party human CAPTCHA attacks on iCAPTCHA. 

As seen in section three, almost all the CAPTCHAs were broken long ago and even now researchers 
are breaking the CAPTCHAs with new attacks that are quicker and more accurate. If this continues and new 
CAPTCHA schemes do not get implemented, the attackers are sure to make use of this vulnerability. With 
more misuse of CAPTCHAs would come monetary losses on a large scale to the people who have deployed 
CAPTCHAs as their main security. 
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Though the examples of the impacts that CAPTCHAs which are easy can have is very less, the loss-
es suffered by the targets of the attackers [47] [50] [49] are too large to ignore. It is necessary for people to 
strengthen the CAPTCHAs that they have been using or use an entirely different authentication system or try 
a combination of two or more schemes of CAPTCHA to make it difficult for the attackers to solve. 
 

Conclusion 
 
CAPTCHAs have been used for authentication purposes for a very long time as said in section two and might 
not be used as widely as it is used today because of new authentication methods which are far more secure, 
usable and practical than CAPTCHAs. The CAPTCHAs must either be made more secure, harder for the ro-
bots to solve and easier for humans to solve or other authentication methods would have to be used instead of 
the less secure CAPTCHAs which frustrate the humans. 

CAPTCHAs which are automated Turing tests to tell humans and computer programs apart are of 
various types. It includes text-based CAPTCHA, Im-age based CAPTCHA, audio-based CAPTCHA, video-
based CAPTCHA, game-based CAPTCHA, math-based CAPTCHA, slider-based CAPTCHA, behaviour 
based CAPTCHA and sensor-based CAPTCHA. Usually, the process of preprocessing, segmentation and 
recognition (explained in section 3) are followed to break the text-based CAPTCHAs. Various methods can 
be used by the attackers to break the CAPTCHAs which include by-pass attacks, challenge replay at-tacks, 
mechanical Turk attacks, brute force attacks, human solver relay attacks, signal processing, hybrid attacks etc. 
The techniques to break the CAPTCHAs have evolved simultaneously with the techniques and strategies used 
to break the CAPTCHAs. CAPTCHAs are used mainly for security against attackers misusing the site or app 
resources, gaining access to users' credential details or trying to advertise a service or site in exchange for 
financial gains. When at-tacked successfully the are losses and gains which have been explained in terms of 
three major impact that were found from previous studies and reports when CAPTCHAs were attacked in 
reality. The three major impact (explained in section 4) are the attitudinal impact, economic impact, and 
CAPTCHA development impact. The attitudinal impact is the change in CAPTCHA users' attitudes toward 
using other authentication systems instead of CAPTCHAs as CAPTCHAs have become less secure and more 
time-consuming. The economic impact is an impact which occurs where there are financial gains or losses. 
CAPTCHA development impact is an impact which happens when there are new advances in techniques and 
strategies used to create new CAPTCHAs which are far more stable, difficult for humans to solve and easier 
for humans to solve. 
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